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Relativistic nonlinear Thomson scattering as attosecond x-ray source
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Relativistic, nonlinear Thomson scattering by an electron of an intense laser field has been investigated by
computer simulation. Under a laser field with a pulse duration of 20-fs full width at half maximum and an
intensity of 1020 W/cm2, the motion of an electron is highly relativistic and generates an ultrashort radiation of
2 as with photon energies from 100 to 600 eV. An interesting modulated structure of the spectrum is observed
and analyzed. A radiation produced by the zigzag motion of an electron under a linearly polarized laser has
better characteristics than by a helical motion under a circularly polarized laser pulse in terms of an angular
divergence and an energy spectrum. The effect of ion field in a plasma was also investigated, which shows that
for a laser intensity of 1020 W/cm2, the ion field due to an ion density of up to 731018 cm23 can be ignored
during the laser pulse.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of the CPA~chirped pulse amplification! lasers
@1# has allowed researchers to be interested in the high fi
matter interaction both for fundamental study and appli
tions. The ultrashort intense laser technology@2# has opened
up a new branch of research such as relativistic plasma p
ics. The generation of subfemtosecond pulse is considere
one of the most important potential applications in th
branch of research. Such ultrashort pulses are useful to
plore the new regime of dynamics such as electron dynam
in an atom and strong nuclear interactions. Various sche
have been explored for the generation of subfemtosec
pulse in the visible range. The schemes utilize Fourier s
thesis@3,4#, a strongly driven classical oscillator in a Co
lomb potential@5#, the use of two short perpendicularly po
larized pulses@6#, high-order harmonics from a nonlinea
medium under an ultrafast intense laser@7,8#, stimulated Ra-
man scattering@9–12#, and molecular coherence driven b
electromagnetically induced transparency@13,14#.

In an extreme ultraviolet range, the train of 250 as pu
with a few 10 eV photon energy has been experiment
demonstrated@15,16# and Hentschelet al. @17# observed a
650 as Gaussian pulse at 90 eV photon energy in a hig
order harmonics generation experiment. The direct irrad
tion of an intense laser on a target produces a pulse wh
pulse duration is limited by the atomic transition rate. Inn
shell atomic states, which have fast Coster-Kronig de
process were investigated, are expected to produce a fe
second x-ray laser pulse@18#. Several schemes using a sca
tering process of an intense laser pulse by free electrons
been explored: the relativistic Doppler shift which aris
from the backscattering of a laser radiation from a coun
streaming relativistic electron beam@19–21# and the har-
monic frequency upshift@20#. The first one is referred to a
Compton backscattering and the other as relativistic non
ear Thomson scattering.
1063-651X/2003/67~2!/026502~7!/$20.00 67 0265
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The harmonic spectrum of the relativistic nonlinear T
omson scattering by a single electron has been investig
in an analytical way@22–25#. Recently, such a prediction ha
been experimentally verified by observing the angular p
terns of the harmonics for a relatively low laser intensity
4.431018 W/cm2 @26,27#. Esareyet al. @20# has investigated
the plasma effect on the nonlinear Thomson scattering
presented a set of the parameters for generating a 9.
x-ray pulse with a high peak flux of 6.531021 photons/s at
310 eV photon energy using an ultrahigh laser intensity
1020 W/cm2. Ueshima et al. @28# has suggested sever
methods to enhance the radiation power, using particle
cell simulations even for a higher intensity. Kaplan a
Shkolnikovet al. @29# proposed a scheme for the generati
of zeptosecond (10221 sec) radiation using two counter
propagating circularly polarized lasers, named as lasertro

In this paper, we present the angular, spectral distribut
and the power in detail of the radiation by a single electr
irradiated by a 20 fs FWHM~full width at half maximum!
laser pulse. The results show that with a laser intensity
1020 W/cm2, ultrashort pulses of 2-as radiation with a phot
energy from 100 eV up to 600 eV can be generated. T
modulated structure of the energy spectrum will be presen
and analyzed. Considering the radiation power and the an
lar distribution, the radiation under a linearly polarized dri
ing laser has better characteristics than under a circul
polarized driving laser.

II. FORMULATION

The motion of a single electron in a high intensity las
field is described by the following relativistic equation
motion:

me

d

dt8
~gvW !52e~EW 1bW 3BW !, ~1!
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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whereme is the electron mass,vW the velocity of the electron
g51/A12b2 the relativistic factor,bW 5vW /c, and EW and BW
are the electric and magnetic field of an incident laser,
spectively, which can be expressed as

EW 5
Eo

A2
f ~ t !@A11p cos~kW•rW2vLt8!x̂

1A12p sin~kW•rW2vLt8!ŷ#, ~2!

BW 5 k̂3EW , ~3!

whereE0 is a peak electric field strength,f (t) an envelope
function, andkW the wave vector. The polarization is de
scribed by the parameterp: 1 for a linear and 0 for a circula
polarization. Assuming that the envelope function var
slowly, the motion of the initially stationary electron is give
as follows@20#:

bW'5
2aW

a212
, ~4!

bz5
a2

a212
, ~5!

g511
a2

2
, ~6!

where the field strength parametera is given by

a5
eE

mecvL
~7!

58.5310210@lL~mm!#AI ~W/cm2!. ~8!

The above equations show that at a high laser intensity„a
.1 or I .@lL

22(mm)#1.431018 W/cm2
…, the electron’s mo-

tion becomes highly relativistic or nonlinear, which gen
ates the harmonics.

The angular distribution of the radiated power@30# de-
tected far away from the electron toward the directionn̂ @Fig.
1# at a timet is then calculated as

dP~ t !

dV
5uA~ t !u2, ~9!

FIG. 1. Geometry for the propagation of an incident drivi
laser and the radiation by an accelerated electron.
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A~ t !5A e2

4pc
F n̂3$~ n̂2bW !3bẆ %

~12bW •n̂!3
G

t8

, ~10!

wheret8 is the electron’s time or retarded time and related
t by

t5t81
x2n̂•rW~ t8!

c
. ~11!

Then the angular spectral intensity can be obtained by
Fourier transform ofA(t) as

d2I

dvdV
52uA~v!u2, ~12!

A~v!5
1

A2p
E

2`

`

A~ t !e2 ivtdt. ~13!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Radiation characteristics are investigated for various la
peak intensities~I! and for two different polarizations. A
driving laser has a Gaussian envelope with a pulse dura
of 20-fs FWHM and the central wavelength at 800 nm. Th
is a typical pulse shape from Ti:sapphire CPA lasers.

The quivering amplitude of an electron atI
51020 W/cm2 amounts to about 0.9mm. This is still quite
small compared to a typical focal spot size~order of a few
ten micrometers! of a laser light so that the plane wave a
proximation is valid and adopted for this radiation calcu
tion.

The time-integrated angular (u) distribution of the radi-
ated power atf50° are plotted in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! for
linearly and circularly polarized driving lasers, respective
In Fig. 2, each radiation is normalized to its maximum f
easy comparison of the angular distributions between dif
ent laser intensities. As the laser intensity increases, the
diation is directed toward thez axis with a narrower diver-

FIG. 2. Angular distributions atf50° of the time-integrated
radiated power for various laser intensities:~a! a linearly and~b! a
circularly polarized laser. For comparison, the radiations are n
malized to their own maxima. The angleuM at which the radiation
becomes maximum and its angular divergenceDu are plotted in~c!,
wherein the dash-dotted line is the estimateduM by Eq. ~15!.
2-2
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gence. Regardless of the laser polarization, the increase
laser intensity enhances not only a total radiated power
also a radiation flux. This characteristic makes the radia
by relativistic nonlinear Thomson scattering interesting a
radiation source. Well-defined radiation has been proven
be useful in many applications.

The polar angleuM , at which the radiation reaches i
maximum is plotted in Fig. 2~c!. At low laser intensities (2
31018 W/cm2 or less!, even though the electron takes a re
tivistic motion, the angular distribution of the radiation do
not deviate much from that of the dipole radiation. Ev
though there are harmonic radiations, theuM lies near thez
axis. One interesting feature in the angular distribution
the case of a linear polarization is that at low intensiti
there are two significant peaks: one directed toward thezaxis
and the other toward the electron’s velocity. The peak in
z axis is due to the dipole radiation and the other is caused
the relativistic motion. One can notice that as the laser int
sity increases, the dipole component decreases but the
linear component increases. At a laser intensity of
31018 W/cm2, the nonlinear component is already larg
than the dipole component. Such a transition occurs in
narrower range of the laser intensity for the case of a lin
polarization than for the case of a circular polarization. T
is caused by the difference in the spectra of the radiations
the two cases. The spectrum for a linear polarization
higher-energy photons than for a circularly polarizatio
which means that for the same laser intensity, the linea
polarized laser makes the motion of an electron more r
tivistic. Higher-energy photons produced by the nonlinear
relativistic motion of an electron are directed toward t
electron’s velocity. For a highly relativistic electron, sin
the radiation is directed toward its velocity,uM can be simply
estimated as

tanuM.
bx

bz
, ~14!

5
2

a
, ~15!

where Eqs.~4! and ~5! are used for Eq.~15!. The above
simple estimation for different peak intensities are compa
with the simulation in Fig. 2~c!. Note thatuM is still large
even forI 51020 W/cm2. The direction of the emitted radia
tion is off the direction of the driving laser,which is a usef
aspect in terms of application, unlike in the high harmon
generated by lower-power femtosecond lasers.

Figure 3 is the azimuthal(f) angular distribution of the
radiated power underI 51020 W/cm2 for the case of a linea
polarization@Fig. 3~a!# and for the case of a circular pola
ization @Fig. 3~b!#. In the azimuthal anglef, the radiations
are directed toward the direction of the laser electric fie
which aref50°, and 180° for the case of a linear polariz
tion, and symmetric for the case of a circular polarization

The time history of the radiated power per solid angle
the direction ofu5uM and f50° are plotted in Figs. 4~a!
and 4~b! for the case of a linear and a circular polarizatio
respectively. The spikelike radiations with almost const
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intervals are produced. This interval is related to the osci
tion period of the driving laser, but the effect of the retard
time and the relativistic motion of an electron makes n
only the interval different from the laser’s oscillation perio
but also the intervals between the peaks different from e
other. These are manifested as a modulation in the spec
~Fig. 5! as discussed later.

The highest peaks are magnified in order to observe
pulse shapes for the cases of linearly@Fig. 4~c!# and circu-
larly @Fig. 4~d!# polarized driving lasers. The estimate
FWHM of the radiation pulse duration are 2.0 as and 2.2
for a linearly and circularly polarized laser, respectively. O
interesting thing is that there are two pulses with an inter
of 21 as for a linearly polarized laser; while a single pu
appears for a circularly polarized laser. The single pulse d
ing a single cycle of the driving laser in the case of a circu
polarization can be easily understood by considering the
cular motion~more accurately a helical motion! of an elec-
tron. The double-pulse structure in the case of a linea
polarized laser can be understood by considering the dyn
ics and a time difference between an electron’s own timet8
and a detector’s timet in Eq. ~11!. During a half cycle of the
driving laser~that is, the electron moving towardu5uM and
f50°), thedouble pulse is produced by the disappeara

of bẆ in the mean time, where there is no radiation. Th
with a low but relativistic intensity (I 51018 W/cm2) driving
laser, the double pulse appears with an interval of the qua
cycle of the laser. As the intensity gets higher, the hig
relativistic effect reduces the time interval as

Dt

Dt8
.12n̂•bW , ~16!

which comes from Eq.~11!. In the above equation,Dt8 is the
time interval in which the electron emits radiations andDt is
the time interval in which a detector receives the radiatio
For the direction of the electron’s velocity, using the so
tions of b ’s for a@1, the following relation is obtained:

FIG. 3. The contour of the angular distribution of the radiati
underI 51020 W/cm2 for the cases of~a! a linearly and~b! a circu-
larly polarized laser. The directions of laser fields are shown be
the figures and the laser pulse propagates out of the page.
2-3
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FIG. 4. The time history of the radiated powe
for I 51020 W/cm2 at the direction of maximum
radiation~see Fig. 2! for ~a! a linearly and~b! a
circularly polarized laser. To investigate the pul
shape, each pulse is magnified for~c! a linearly
and ~d! a circularly polarized laser.
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Dt8
.

2

a4 . ~17!

Since the propagation velocitybz of an electron approache
to c for an ultrahigh intensity laser,Dt8 can be described a

Dt8.
TL

4
g, ~18!

.
TL

4

a2

2
. ~19!

This shows thatDt8 becomes larger than the quarter cyc
(TL/4) of the laser frequency for a higher intensity of las
For I 51020 W/cm2 (a56.8), Eq.~17!, with the help of Eq.
~19!, estimates the pulse interval as 14.6 as.

With respect to the pulse width, we consider the tim
interval during which the acceleration is the largest beca
the radiated power is proportional to the square of the ac
eration. For the linearly polarized driving laser, the accele
tion is the largest, concentrated at high intensities, and e
cially at the turning points of the zigzag motion of a
electron. Since the quiver amplitude of the electron isalL ,
the geometrical length during which the electron emits
radiation is roughlyalLDu, whereDu is the angular diver-
gence of the radiation. Hence, the time duration of the ra
tion is
02650
.
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Dt8.aDu
lL

c
. ~20!

For I 51020 W/cm2 (a56.8) andDu58° @Fig. 2~c!#, Dt
52.3 as, which is the same as the simulation result and
orders of magnitude shorter than recent results obtaine
the higher-order harmonic experiments@15–17#.

For a laser intensity ofI 51020 W/cm2, the angular spec-
tral intensity~spectral intensity per solid angle! at the direc-
tion of u5uM andf50° are plotted in Fig. 5 for the case o
a linear polarization@Fig. 5~a!# and for a circular polarization
@Fig. 5~b!#. First of all, a large fraction of high-energy pho
tons from 100 eV up to 600 eV are generated due to
relativistic motion of an electron. More higher-energy ph
tons are generated in the case of a linear polarization tha
the case of a circular polarization because of a higher ins
taneous acceleration in the case of a linear polarization.
interesting to notice that there are bunched or modula
structures in the spectrum. First, the modulations with
interval of about 25 eV appear for both polarizations. For
linear polarization, another modulation with an interval
about 200 eV is observed. The small-interval modulation t
appears for both polarizations is caused by the slight dif
ence in the time interval of the radiation peaks@Figs. 4~a!
and 4~b!#. For the case of the linear polarization, the tim
interval between the second-highest and third-highest pea
4.27 fs and that between the first-highest and second-hig
peak is 4.43 fs, the difference of which is 0.16 fs, whi
-

FIG. 5. The spectral intensity for I

51020 W/cm2 at the direction of a maximum ra
diation ~see Fig. 2! for ~a! a linearly and~b! a
circularly polarized laser.
2-4
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FIG. 6. The dependence on the laser inten
ties of the radiation characteristics:~a! critical
photon energyEc at which the spectral intensity
reduces to one-tenth of its maximum,~b! angular
power, and~c! FWHM of the pulse duration of
the highest peaks. All data are taken at the dire
tion of the maximum radiation.
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corresponds to about 25 eV in the energy scale. The la
interval modulation in the case of the linear polarizatio
which does not appear in the case of the circular polarizat
is caused by the double-peak structure of the radiation@Fig.
4~c!#, with an interval of about 20 as which corresponds
about 200 eV in the energy scale.

The variations of the critical photon energyEc at which
the angular spectral intensity has one-tenth of its maxim
and the angular power and the pulse width with respect to
laser intensities are plotted in Fig. 6. The scalings to the la
intensity are estimated approximately as

Ec}I 1.5, ~21!

dP

dV
}I 4.7, ~22!

DtFWHM}I 21.4. ~23!

The field by a nearby ion in a high density plasma c
affect the dynamics of an oscillating electron. This effe
leads to the generation of Bremsstrahlung radiation. A c
cal densitync , below which the effect of the ion field can b
ignored, is simply estimated considering the effect by
microfields accumulated during the motion of an electron
an laser pulse. Even though an ion field at a position is n
ligible compared to the laser field, the disturbance by
fields accumulated during the motion of an electron m
result in the distortion of the oscillatory motion of an ele
tron. The maximal effect by ion fields exerted on the moti
of an electron is estimated as an average ion field multip
by the number of ions encountered. This yields the low
limit of an electron density, critical density, above which t
effect from the distortion of the oscillatory motion of ele
trons begins to be important. The calculation of the exact
microfield demands the knowledge of ion microfield dist
bution, which is out of the scope of this paper. As an a
proximation to estimate the order of the critical density, h
we use Holtsmark’s normal strength@31#
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F052pS 4

15D
2/3

zen2/3, ~24!

wherez is the ion charge number,e the electronic charge
andn the ion density.F0 represents, within a factor, the mo
probable field strength for a given distribution of ions with
densityn. This serves us to estimate the order of the criti
density. The number of ions encountered is estimated to
the number of ions in an effective volume surrounding t
electron path, the radius of whose cross section isr mean, the
mean distance between ions and the lengthl path is the total
path length of an electron during the laser pulse. The
density andr mean are related by 3/(4pr mean

3 )5n. Then the
maximally accumulated ion field effect amounts to the f
lowing Eion

acc :

Eion
acc.2pS 4

15D
2/3

zen2/3npr mean
2 l path . ~25!

This could be compared with the electric field strength o
driving laser,EL , multiplied by a measuring factor for th
degree of perturbation,a. This gives the following estima-
tion of the critical density:

nc ~cm23!.6.13107
a

z

AI ~W/cm2!

l path ~cm!
. ~26!

The above equation is plotted in Fig. 7 witha50.1 andz
51, wherel path is obtained by the numerical integration o
the electron’s motion. The decrease of the critical dens
with increasing the laser intensity is caused by a rapid
crease ofl path due to a highly relativistic motion along th
direction of a laser propagation. For a hydrogen plasmaz
51) and a50.1, the above estimation givesnc;7
31018 cm23 for I 51020 W/cm2. This agrees well with an
estimation using particle-in-cell simulation@28#. This estima-
tion shows that the effect of the ion field during the las
oscillation seems quite negligible up to a rather high dens
2-5
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However, bremsstrahlung radiation from a high dens
plasma after the laser pulse will be significant in real exp
ments. The experimental observation of Larmor radiation
relativistic regime requires a target design, which minimiz
the bremsstrahlung radiation, or a time resolved detectio
ultrafast time scale.

At this density, the incoherent addition of the radiatio
from individual electrons in a cylinder of 10mm diameter
and 10mm length by the nonlinear, relativistic Thomso
scattering of a linearly polarized laser of 1020 W/cm2 can
produce the power intensity of 3.53108 W/cm2, 10 cm
away from the source. This corresponds to the total pho
number of 2.33108 photons/s on an area of 1.431.4 cm2.
Since the radiation generated by the linearly polarized la
has the narrower angular distribution, higher-energy pho
spectrum and higher power than by the circularly polariz

FIG. 7. Estimated critical densities below which the effect of i
field can be neglected are plotted for the case ofa50.1 and
z51.
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laser, the radiation by the linearly polarized laser will
more useful as a high intensity x-ray radiation source.

IV. SUMMARY

The relativistic, nonlinear scattering of a high intens
laser by a single electron has been investigated numeric
For an ultraintense laser intensity of 1020 W/cm2, the scat-
tered radiation has a narrow angular divergence of 8° w
the photon energy up to 600 eV. The investigation shows
this mechanism has a potential to produce an ultrashort p
in the attosecond time scale. The characteristic temp
variation of radiation generates an interesting modulated
ergy spectrum, which is caused by the double-peak struc
for the linear polarization and by the difference in the tim
interval between the radiation peaks for both of the polari
tions.

The ion field during the laser oscillation is expected to
negligible up to a plasma density of 731018 cm23. In this
plasma density, the relativistic Thomson scattering with
laser of 1020 W/cm2 generates x-ray photons up to 600 e
with the flux of 1.23108 photons/s cm2.

Further, investigations are still required to include the
fect of multielectrons; that is, electrons at differentz posi-
tions emit radiations with time interval in electrons’ view
The phase matching of the radiations from different electr
needs to be addressed.
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